
 

MRS T’S ‘LEARNING FROM HOME’ GRID 

Week Beginning Monday 25th May 2020 

 
 
      

 

You work your way through the grid, completing tasks 

throughout the week. You do not need to send 

completed task to me as we will discuss during Friday 

Feedback session. 

I will be available on Teams from 10:00am – 12:00pm 

each day to answer any questions that you may have. You 

can also help one another using the Learning Chat Help 

channel.  

 

Throughout the week I will also post optional tasks 

either on Teams or Twitter that can be completed too.  

 

We will have a ‘Friday Feedback’ session from 9.30am on 

a Friday.  This is when answers will be posted and you 

can assess and share your learning.  At 10.30am we will 

have a Live Chat in Teams where we can all catch up and 

share what we’ve been doing. 

Don’t worry if you haven’t completed everything, just be 

prepared to join in! 
 

 

Mrs T xx 

 
 



Maths/Numeracy 
 

Literacy Health and Wellbeing Across the Curriculum 

White Rose Maths 

There will be a daily Maths 

Assignment posted within 

Teams. Hopefully I will be able 

to access videos to help with 

your learning. 

  

Keep your completed tasks until 

‘Friday Feedback’ where we will 

discuss and assess together. 

 

Spelling 

- The weekly spelling lists are on 

Teams. Follow the instructions, 

completing the tasks. Should be 

working on Wk8 list. 

- I have created a Spelling Challenge 

on Sumdog for this week, The words 

will be generated automatically, based 

on last week’s Sumdog Spelling tasks. 
Well done to Jacob H, Oliver, Jessica, 

Rebecca W, Leighton, Tain, Lola-Rose 

and Sandy for completing this week’s 

challenge 

Sleep Well, Be Well 

Posted in AtC Channel 
This week is all about Sleeping Patterns. If you 

are like me, then your sleeping patterns may be 

a little bit mixed up due to not being as active 

as usual. I would like you to work your way 

through the Powerpoint and the activities to 

help you think about how the activities you do 

before bedtime can impact on your sleep 

pattern. I would also like you to carry out the 

Sleep Diary and see if you notice differences 

to patterns on certain nights. Why not try 

some meditation and breathing exercises to 

help you too.  

Planets of our Solar System 
Posted in STEM Channel 

This week we will be looking at the Planets 

in our Solar System. Watch this video 

https://www.youtube.com/ 

watch?v=d8y8kc317EE and then complete 

the Solar System Task. This challenge 

from Whizz, Pop, Bang wants you to create 

your own Solar System to hang in your 

room. Also can you create a fact sheet 

about your favourite planet? Use the info 

from the video and your own research to 

support you. Tweet or post pictures of 

your completed task. 

Daily Flashback 

These are within the files 

section of Teams. Files>Class 

Materials>Numeracy>Daily 

Flashbacks. 

 

Keep your completed tasks until 

‘Friday Feedback’ where we will 

discuss and assess together. 

 

Reading 

EPIC! - Read something new on EPIC 

and write a short review in the 

Literacy channel on Teams. 
Read Theory – You should now ALL have 

joined up to Read Theory. If you have not, 

then Read Theory will email you with a 

login and pasword that has been created 

for you. Please log in and attempt to 

complete at least 2 quizzes per day. 

Didbook 

This will be a weekly reflection task to be 

posted within the Enrichment Diary. You 

will reflect on your learning this week; 

what have you enjoyed, what do you still 

need to work on. If there are any pieces 

of work that you are particularly proud of, 

these can be posted in ‘My Subjects’ area 

of DidBook. 

You should all have your login details. 

RME 

Posted in ATC Channel 

Miss Whigham will be posting up this 

weeks Inspirational Person, for you to 

research. 

This week you are to think of someone 

who is inspirational to you. It could be 

someone famous or it could be 

someone you know. Who will you 

choose? 

Sumdog Weekly Challenge 

This week’s Weekly Challenge 

revisiting our times tables. 

There are 250 questions to 

complete. You guys were 

awesome last week working 

together to secure us 9th place 

in the WL Sundog Contest! Well 

done to all the children who 

were able to take part! 

Writing 
Stories and Stones 
What has lockdown meant to you? Have you 

been fed up, happy, sad, busy, enjoyed 

homeschooling, miss family and friends? Livi 

Village GalaDay Committee would like you to 

contribute to memories of #LVLockdown2020.   

This will link in with your stone painting task. 

Add your story to go with your stone, by 

emailing me a picture of your stone with your 

lockdown story. Be part of history…I will send 

them over to the GalaDay Committee on your 

behalf along with my own story and stone too. 

PE 

 - Please try to access the #PEWithJoe workout 

each day whether at 9am LIVE or at some other 

point during the day. Remember to tweet pictures! 

- Shuffle to Deck!  You have 5 mins to complete this 

challenge each day. You will need a deck of playing 

cards or a card deck app on a device, to help you 

with this game. Diamonds, Clubs , Hearts and Spades 

all represent an exercise. The number on the card 

represents how many times you complete the 

exercise. I will post up the Challenge Card in the 

PE Channel. Tweet me videos of you taking part! 

 

Stories and Stones 
Livingston Village GalaDay Committee are 

asking for the community to design a story 

stone to be displayed to tell the story of 

#LVLockdown2020. This will link in with 

your piece of writing this week. Stones are 

currently on display on the churchyard wall 

entrance, if you would like some ideas. 

Once you have painted your stone, take a 

picture and email me the picture along with 

your Lockdown Story. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


